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Morro Refuses To Accept Fonfani's Resignation

ROME, Dec. 26 (Reuters).—Prof. Amintore Fanfani resigned today as Italian Premier in a storm of embarrassing controversy.

But last night Aldo Moro, the Italian Socialist Premier who is supposed to wither his resignation, said he had been "jailed" by his party. Fanfani said his resignation was "highly appreciated." Fonfani, who has been under suspicion of being a right-wing politician because of his moves towards the Fascist party, was also re-elected as Chairman of the United National Left.

But the direct reason for the resignation was a clash between a traditional Italian political party and a government coalitiion faction—expertly decided "revelation" policy in an uncertain right-wing magazine.

The magazine, 2 Borgoretti, Monday published a long attack on the Italian Foreign Miniser's friends, Prof. Giovanni Sutti, and his trip which was for the "good of his country." Fanfani and his friends have not commented, but the Italian press suggested a new "campaign" on the outside.

To Construct 30 Gas Stations

KABUL, Dec. 26.—The government Monopoly Plans to build more gas stations and gas reserves in the capital and the provinces. As part of the programme is to open 31 gas stations throughout the country. The new project will include 25 new gas stations in the capital and the provinces.

More than half of the stations will be built in the capital, and the others will be built in the provinces. The Monopoly Government was considering the construction of the gas stations.

Fossil fuel prices are known to have died and there is virtually no limit for the gas stations.

The government has been planning to introduce gas stations in the countryside, but the plans have been delayed until the present government was formed.

The 3,000 ton gas, according to the Russian experts, is sufficient to meet the needs of the gas stations. The gas was delivered earlier this year in its original form.

Indian Ambassador Meets Viceroy

KABUL, Dec. 26.—The Indian Ambassador, Mr. V.K. Sinha, paid a courtesy call on the Viceroy, Chief Minister of Agriculture, and Prime Minister, at his office Tuesday morning.

Premier Stresses Importance Of Neutrality, Sincerity In Carrying Out Judicial Duties

PRIME Minister Mohammad Hassam Malviandal told the judges of the commission and heads of provincial courts that, on the basis of the government's policy, the Ministry of Justice had been instructed to take measures to protect people's time unnecessarily in the administration of justice.

Efforts should be made to make the courts functional as people's legal advisors, in the absence of other advisors. The authority of the primary courts should also be strengthened, he claimed.

Heads of courts have been instructed in Kabul to exchange views with the Ministries of Justice. During their three-day stay the will attend conferences.

Accompanying the Premier and some of the officials of the Ministry of Justice, the Judges met the Prime Minister at the Gulshane building of the Prime Ministry on Tuesday.

Addressing the judges, the Prime Minister said, "It is necessary to take into account the difficulties involved. The courts should give their verdict with the least possible delay."

Malviandal said he has instructed the justices to make a record of cases so that judges could make out the people's points. Until the establishment of the courts, people should consider it their duty to give legal advice to the people.

The Prime Minister said since the establishment of the courts it is difficult for people to travel from place to place to get to justice. Hence, efforts should be made that people are made aware of the jurisdiction of primary courts so that people do not have to travel long distances.

Malviandal added that one of the important tasks of the government is to establish a system of independent judiciary in the country.

He further said that the government was working towards this aim.

Shelipe Heads Soviet Delegation To Visit Hanoi

MOSCOW, Dec. 26 (AP).—A Soviet delegation will visit Hanoi today.

An official announcement Tuesday night said that Shlepin, a senior Deputy Prime Minister, will lead a delegation to Hanoi shortly.

The announcement came as a bolt in U.S. policy on Vietnam, which is centered in the Viet Cong in South Vietnam. Vietnam provinces a final de-

The brief official announcement of Shlepin's visit, distributed by Tass Agency, and an invitation came from the North Vietnamese Communist Party government, and the invitation has been sent by the Soviets to Vietnamese officials with Shlepin or give other details.

Viet Cong Cong Announce Four-Day Ceasefire

SADSON, Dec. 26 (AP).—The Viet Cong have announced a four-day truce in war-torn South Vietnam.

They said they would observe a four-day "Truce of the Poor" during which the Viet Cong forces would cease hostilities. The announcement was made late Tuesday without a singlebelumt.

The announcement came as a surprise to the American military and to the South Vietnamese government.

The Viet Cong earlier announced a four-day truce in the Central Highlands for a 12-hour period beginning Thursday.

A 30-hour truce over Christmas

Actually, fighting apparently halted for only a few hours during either of these periods. U.S. military sources in Saigon said the Viet Cong firing continued.

There was also fighting over Christmas weekend, some 30-hour truce over Christmas.

Bundy said Thursday the administration's "inaction" would make it necessary for the Viet Cong to move more toward the peace table to get "real" peace at the "real" table.

The cease-fire movement in Hanoi has made "very great effort" and a "very positive" step, according to his office official. He said the Viet Cong knew that the United States would not accept his proposals. He said that it was "going to be followed by some sort of action that will give them a little more leverage." He added that the Vietnamese government "will continue the fight".

"Until and until we do, Bundy said, "We don't have to see how this matter can be the subject of discussion with the United States."
Representatives Of 117 Nations Deal With Longest UN Assembly Agenda In 20 Years

The longest part of the Assembly's agenda is now before the delegates, with the body scheduled to vote on the budget, establishment of the UN, and other matters. The agenda includes proposals from 117 nations, including Afghanistan, which is seeking recognition as an independent country.
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1965 Afghan hounds, the Magnificent Animals of the 18th Century, are the theme of the new Afghan stamps. The stamps, in four denominations, are being issued by the Afghan government to commemorate the anniversary of the Afghan Revolution of 1965.

The Ministry has thus added to the growing number of Afghan stamps that have been issued in recent years. The new stamps are expected to be popular with collectors, especially those interested in Afghan wildlife and history.
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Red Cross Head Describes Work in New Year's Message

The Red Cross Head, in his New Year's message, described the work of the organization in 1965, emphasizing the importance of international cooperation in disaster relief.
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Premier's Speech

(Couldn't from page 1) with the government in the country.

Mr. Mao asserted the admis-

sion of justice in conformity with the spirit of the Constitu-

tion implies that judges should make impartiality and\n
honesty their motto. They must discharge their duties with sincerity and

impartiality, he stated.

The judges will be subject to

legal investigation if they break

promises or show lack of cour-

tesy in their work. They must

show the people's will and be

appreciated.

In spite of a small budget, the

Prime Minister said, the govern-

ment will try to construct new

buildings for judicial organiza-

tions in the capital and the pro-

vinces within the framework of\n
best plans.

The conference of judges and attor-

neys was held at the Ministry of Justice Tuesday. It is organized by the Ministry in

order to establish uniform work

standards among the judges so that they can discuss their role and responsi-

bility for its fulfillment. The

conference voted to strengthen

the people's rights in committees

and to provide a better training

in the function of the Ministe-

r of Justice.

The participants are heads of
courts and attorneys in the pro-

vincial courts. They met with

Minister of Justice Rahmi Tahir

Kirkici and the Deputy Minister,\n
Mohamed Mehmets Mezin.

The court officials then met in

the Ministry's library to discuss the latest judicial achieve-

ments, planned by the Depart-

ment of Justice, the Ministry

will last for three days.

Soviet's Launch

Two Unmanned

Space Satellites

WASHING.TON, December 29, (Reuters).- The Union of Soviet

Socialist Republics announced Tuesday that two unmanned space satellites

have been sent into orbit.

Both satellites, described as a technologi-

cal advance in the space exploration program, were launched by the Soviet News

Agency TASS.

The first satellite, which

weighed 1,600 pounds, was sent up

on Nov. 27, the second, which weighed

1,100 pounds, was launched on Dec. 13.

The Department said that the

sputniks are new and that the

launches were announced by

Secretary-General Arthur Goldberg.

The U.S. government had previ-

ously announced the launching of

a similar sputnik.

The Department said it would also

not publish the satellite's

path because the launch data were

not available.

In Balaklava, king's quarters of

Crimea and Cossack quarters, the

first man-made satellite landed

Tuesday night after five days of

orbiting.

In Krakow and Warsaw, where

the satellite was launched, the

conditions were favorable for the

satellite's landing.

Turkish Assembly

Rejection Publication

of Johnson Letter

ANKARA, Dec. 29, (Reuters).- The Turkish Assembly on Tuesday voted to repudiate the

Johnson letter, which was sent to Congress in April 1945.

The National Assembly also de-

nounced the raiding of the secre-

tariat of the Assembly by the police

last year.

A total of 215 deputies voted

to repudiate the letter.

President Ismet Inonu's pro-

test against the banning of the

assembly by the police was not

heard. The papers and the police

were arrested

Sukarno Warns

Violence Could

Destroy Indonesia

JAKARTA, Dec. 29, (Reuters).- President Sukarno has warned that violence could

be brought to Indonesia if the country

is not reformed and if there is no free speech and Reynolds

syrup, which was a gift from the British government.

The President's message was not sent when Turkish

army was in the Crimea, according to a

statement issued by the

Turkish Information Agency

Veblen's "theory of the

relativistic money market" is so

it is not clear whether it

will be useful in the future.

Spain: Spain's National Bank

has announced that it will

raise interest rates to 7 percent

for all loans.

The increase in rates is due to the

high cost of funds.

United States: The United States has
decided to increase its military

presence in the Far East.

The decision was made after the

U.N. General Assembly voted to

support the United States in its

aids to Indonesia.

It is expected that this will be

helpful in the situation in

Indonesia, which has been

turbulent since the revolution.

Australia: The Australian

Government has decided to
decrease its budget deficit.

The reduction was needed due to

the high cost of living.

Japan: The Japanese govern-

ment has announced that it will

develop new nuclear weapons.

The decision was made in

response to the United States' decision.

United Kingdom: The British govern-

ment has decided to increase

military spending.

The increase was necessary to

keep up with the United States' spending.

The United States: The United States has

decided to increase its military

presence in the Far East.

The decision was made after the

U.N. General Assembly voted to

support the United States in its

aids to Indonesia.

It is expected that this will be

helpful in the situation in

Indonesia, which has been
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Entire China To Support

Communism Against U.S.,

Says Peking Statement

PENGING, December 29, (Hindustan).- The Chinese Foreign

Ministry in a statement strongly re-

undant of U.S. and expressed firm support for the "allout stand of the Cam-

bodian government to reply to any violation of its frontiers with the

military means at its disposal."

The statement said that recent

affairs in Vietnam have proven the

necessity of a "clear-cut position."

In this connection the Royal Govern-

ments of Cambodia, the People's Republic of China and the USSR have

signed the "Declaration of the Three Powers." This declaration

expresses the determination of the three powers to support the Cam-

bodian government in its efforts to defend its territory against the

annexation or aggression of any power.

The Chinese government, it said, has

been actively supporting the

Camboidian government for a long time.

"The Kingdom of Cambodia is a free and independent country, which

has determined to defend its territory against the annexation or ag-

gression of any power," the statement added.

The Chinese government, it said, has

been actively supporting the
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